This article addresses the position of Ge Hong (283-343) in early medieval Daoism by provoking a reconsideration of earlier forms of Chinese religion. The article argues that Ge Hong's greatest innovation was his bringing together two separate traditions of early Chinese religion, namely that of the xian (often translated as "immortal") that I identify with early Daoism, and that of alchemy that somehow was related to the fangshi movement. The article examines the historical trajectory of these two traditions as Ge Hong received them by exploring two of his major works, the Baopuzi neipian and the Shenxian zhuan, and examines the ways in which he relates these two early traditions to each other. He does this by portraying and describing two kinds of xian, which I call "private" and "public." The article shows that Ge Hong's accomplishment had a deep and lasting impact of the future traditions of medieval Daoism.
Early Chinese Xian
Early Daoism appears first as a system of soteriological practices targeting the physical body that intends to bring it into union with Dao. The Daode jing 道德經(Book of Dao and Its Virtue) calls figures at one with Dao sheng-ren 聖人 or "sages," but by the time that Ge Hong adopted this tradition, the primary term for those at one with Dao was xian, reflecting a central notion of early Daoism post-dating the Daode jing.
The term xian in its verbal meanings centers around the act of ascending, while its nominal meanings refer to a divine being, a hermit living on a mountain, a human who has ascended, an immortal, or even an alchemist. Campany translates xian as "transcendent."
This term is often translated as 'immortal,' but, strictly speaking, the texts promised neither a once-and-for-all immortality nor an escape from time and change into an eternal stasis, as can be seen from the fact that there were distinct degrees or levels of xian-hood. . . . In translating xian as 'transcendent(s)' when it denotes one or more transformed persons, as 'transcendence' when it names their exalted status, as 'transcend' when it names what they do. . . . I do not mean to suggest an absolute metaphysical difference between xian and lesser beings but rather to capture the essential fact about xian as portrayed in texts and images that they have ascended to links in the chain higher than those occupied by even the best human beings. (2002, (4) (5) Several hesitations arise when considering this translation and its rationale. First, Ge speaks of multiple varieties of xian, including those that ascend to the celestial bureaucracy as "heaven xian" (tianxian 天仙) raphies have come down to us in separate versions with at times substantial differences among them. In 1796, Ma Junliang 馬俊良 compiled and printed He Yunzhong's 何允中 1592 edition, reissued in the Longwei mishu 龍威祕書. The imperial encyclopedia Siku quanshu 四庫全書 marks another important effort to reconstitute as closely as possible the original tradition, and its collection relies on the version edited by Mao Jin 毛晉 (1599-1659). Robert Campany (2002) has produced and translated his own reconstitution (2002, . See Barrett 2003 for critical remarks. My base text is the Longwei mishu edition in conjunction with the Siku quanshu, but I also use Campany 2002. and those who ascend into mountain reclusion as "earth xian" (dixian 地 仙). "Transcendence" does not cover both types. Second, in the evolution of the term, it also denoted beings and actions earlier and other than "transcendence." Finally, the term "transcendence" or "transcendent" carries a heavy implication with Western metaphysics in spite of Campany's caveat. As Zhang Ji says,
The term 'transcendence' . . . promotes the motif of departure to a transcendental realm where a person has been transfigured into a divine being. . . . In Campany's 'transcendent' the motif of 'ascending' is similar to the biblical imagery of the transfiguration of Christ. . . . Although Campany accepts that there is no transcendence without the body in Daoism, this term still implies the departure of the 'dead' to an otherworldly eternity, just like the Christian saints in the eternal presence of God." (2012, 116) I personally maintain the Chinese term xian (and Ge's compound shenxian 神仙) in its transliterated and untranslated form. This reflects also the comments of Timothy Barrett.
As for shen (that is, 'holy', 'numinous', 'daemonic', or what you will) xian, the topic of Ge's biographies, words evidently fail us in English, for Campany, while rejecting 'immortal', as favored by Penny and many others, in favor of 'transcendence,' as championed by some American scholars, cautions that even this does not mean what we think it does, and indeed Penny shows in another study that transcending, or going beyond, normal human expectations is a description much better applied to a different category of wise men altogether. (2003, There are three different characters for the term xian-the earliest form is 僊 (a "human" radical next to "go," "move"); the rarest form is 仚 (a human on top of a mountain); and the common form is 仙 (a human next to a mountain). The Shuowen jiezi 說文解字 (Annotated Character Dictionary), an early 2 nd century dictionary, defines xian 僊 nominally as well as verbally as "[one who has] longevity and xian goes away," denoting an act of ascension, but whether to a mountain or to the sky is not clear (2006, 383) . It also defines another closely associated term, zhen 眞, as "a xianren who has transformed his/ her body and ascended into the heavens" (2006, 384) .
The earliest use of the term xian is found in the Shijing 詩經 (Book of Songs): when the guests have gotten drunk, then they "continuously dance and caper about [xian xian]" (Ode 220). Karlgren translates xian as "to caper about, dance" (1957, 72) . Note the relation of this verbal usage of xian with intoxication, where xian most likely refers to the jumping up of their dancing, which is a form of ascension. The Zhuangzi 莊子 (Book of Master Zhuang), like Shijing 220, also uses the term as a compound; here, we find a sage in a conversation who suddenly says, "I dancingly, dancingly [xian xian] will get up and go back now" (ZZ 11, 390) . The Zhuangzi uses the term in the sense of ascension, where we find another sage who says, "After a thousand years, when the sage tires of the world, he leaves it and ascends among the xian. He mounts the white clouds and goes to the place of the gods" (ZZ 12, 421) .
Early Daoist discourse uses a complex of terms to describe physically and spiritually advanced beings, including xian, shengren (sage person or sage; this is Daode jing's preferred term), shenren 神人 (spirit person), zhiren 至人 (arrived person, rarely used), and zhenren 眞人 (authentic person; this is the Zhuangzi's preferred term); over time, xian would become early Daoism's preferred term. The Zhuangzi says, "The zhiren is without self, the shenren is without worldly merit, the shengren is without name" (ZZ 1, 17). It then describes a shenren whose skin is white like snow, whose manner is like a virgin, who does not eat grain (a sure mark of the yangsheng regime) but gets nourishment from dew, and who mounts dragons to course throughout the lands. When the Liezi 列子 later takes up this story, it will add that "the xian come to serve the shenren" (LZ 2, 45) .
The Zhuangzi's shenren share many hallmarks of the xian, including ascension and the avoidance of grains. Nonetheless, the text's descriptions of the zhenren are most numerous, the most striking found in chapter 6, "The ancient zhenren… ascended heights without fear, entered water without drowning, and passed through fire without burning . . . The breathing of the zhenren comes from their heels" (ZZ 6, 228) .
The Chuci 楚辭 (Songs of Chu), an anthology of verses initially compiled in the Warring States period, further develops the imagery of xian. In "Yuan You," we read that the poet "honored the marvelous de 德 (vitality, power) of the zhenren, and coveted those of the past who had ascended to xian" (CC 5, 164) . Wang Yi 王逸, the great Han Dynasty commentator to the Chuci, comments on this line, "Zhen 真 is also written zhi 至, as in zhiren. . . xian 仙 is also written as xian 僊" (CC 5, 164).
The chapter "Shouzhi" also connects zhenren with xianren, "The zhenren roam and soar [in the sky]", and Wang Yi's gloss to this line is, "the zhen is a xian" (CC 17, 327) . Finally, "Aishi Ming" identifies itself with early Daoism by giving a depiction of two of the tradition's most popular xian, Chi Song 赤松 and Wang Qiao 王喬, playing the zither when the poet, who is undertaking an otherworldly journey, says, "I thought of my long life and becoming a xian" (CC 11, .
This brief examination of the term xian shows that it falls under the umbrella of early Daoism. Some significant motifs associated with it are the longevity that comes as the consequence of a perfected and transformed body, the ability to ascend or soar to either mountainous regions or paradisiacal lands, and the rejection of normal foods for natural products like dew. Motifs that are not yet but soon will be associated with the xian are alchemy and immortality. 4 This image of the xian, however, takes a dramatic turn with the historical appearance of Zou Yan and the fangshi. 5 4 Left to itself, any tradition of early Daoism is already difficult to specify, but particularly when it coheres around hermits who lie outside of the mainstream of transmitted writings, when so much of our growing knowledge of the currents of early Chinese religions comes from texts excavated from tombs such as those from Baoshan, Zhangjiashan and Mawangdui. The presence of even shadier lineages and traditions (namely the fangshi) that existed for some time next to an early Daoist tradition and that had entirely separate origins from it, which then had some of its central components absorbed by early Daoism (and vice-versa) , only serves to challenge our attempts to understand it even more. 5 The term fangshi, like the term daojia 道家, owes its importance to the Shij, which presents its earliest recorded textual instance. I leave fangshi untranslated for the same reason that I also leave xian untranslated. DeWoskin, who also leaves the phrase untranslated, writes, "The word 'fang' in its various common contexts meant 'efficacious,' 'formulaic, ' 'parallel,' 'correlative,' 'comparative,' 'medicinal,' 'spiritual,' or 'esoteric" (1983, 1) . When the term fangshi is translated, it is either as "recipe gentlemen" or "masters of esoterica." The former is Harper's preferred translation (1999, 818) , and the latter is Campany's (2002, 6) , which Raz opts to employ (2012, 41) .
Early Chinese Alchemy
The early Chinese tradition of alchemy historically lingers next to the tradition of early Daoism, but they held their own places apart from each other in their earliest histories. Alchemy, however, did not play a major role in early Chinese religions until Ge Hong demonstrated its centrality in the quest for immortality.
Modern scholars all too often identify alchemy with the wider tradition of the fangshi. However, it was not only peripheral to the fangshi, but also historically later than traditionally supposed. 6 As Pregadio points out, scholars who look to an early origin of Chinese alchemy often call upon ambiguous evidence. This includes its putative origins with Zou Yan 7 and a questionable reference to it in an edict by Emperor Jing of the Han (r. 156-141 BCE); 8 Shiji 史記 (Record of the Historian) records depicting Anqi Sheng 安期生 (who has a biography in the Liexian zhuan 列 仙傳[Immortal's Biographies]) and Li Shaojun 李少君(who has a biography in the Shenxian zhuan which names Anqi as his teacher); 9 as well as 6 This wholesale attribution is seen in the best modern Western studies of the fangshi, including those by Ngo (1976) , DeWoskin (1983) , and Robinet (1997); Zhang writes (erroneously, I contend), "Many fangshi were both alchemists and medical practitioners" (2012, 60) . The different view that I take relies on the researches of Pregadio, "Although few fangshi were skilled in elixir compounding, later tradition credits some of them with the transmission of alchemical texts and practices" (2000, 166) . He also notes that "DeWoskin, 'A Source Guide to the Lives and Techniques of Han and Six Dynasties Fang-shih,' does not record any reference to alchemy in approximately 250 biographies of fangshi found in about two dozen sources" (2006, . The origins and development of alchemy are not identifiable with the fangshi. 7 Pregadio says, "Although some scholars in the past have speculated on his role in the origins of waidan, Zou Yan's biography does not contain any allusion to alchemy, and no text on the elixirs has ever been attributed to him" (2006, 25) . 8 Pregadio states that this edict refers not "to the practice of alchemy and does not mention the compounding of elixirs," but it does forbid "the counterfeiting of gold" (2006, (27) (28) . 9 The Shiji states that "Anqi Sheng occupied himself with the transmutation of cinnabar into gold" (28, 1385); that Anqi Sheng was a xian from the island of Penglai who spent three days with Qin Shi Huangdi and invited him to visit him there (28, 1385) ; and that Li Shaojun told Han Wudi "to transmute cinnabar into a single reference in the Yantie lun 鹽鐵論 (Discourse on Salt and Iron; ca. 60 BCE), representing the first textual mention of ingesting an alchemical elixir. 10 Indications that alchemy was practiced around the court of Liu An 劉安 (the prince of Huainan and an uncle of Emperor Wu of the Han) appear a little more solid. Liu An famously convened a series of assemblies or symposiums of sorts from which, according to the records, were produced several collections of writings, the only one of which to have been transmitted was the Huainanzi 淮南子 (Book of the Master of Huainan). 11 When Liu An was executed in 122 BCE, Liu De, the father of Liu gold and make that into a plate and a cup, and eating and drinking from them would prolong his life" (8, 1385) . Note that this would not endow immortality, and also that the product of the alchemical work is not itself ingested. 10 The Yantie lun claims to record a series of court debates from 81 BCE. The section of it in which the ingestion of an elixir is mentioned itself is said to have occurred during the time of Qin Shi Huangdi, "The fangshi (from Yan and Qi) . . . asserted that the immortals had eaten of gold and drunk of pearl; after this had been done, their lives would last as long as heaven and earth" (Sivin 1968, 26 , also quoted by Pregadio 2006, 31) . Sivin continues, "Though no one would seriously maintain that this embellishment of a twice-told tale yields sound information about the First Emperor's time, the idea of immortality drugs prepared by alchemical means clearly existed early in the first century" (1968, 26) . Note that Campany uses this phrase, "to live as long as Heaven and Earth," for the title of his translation of the Shenxian zhuan. 11 Roth names nine other collections in addition to the Huainanzi that are associated with Liu An, including the Huainan neipian 淮南內篇 (Inner Chapters), Zhongpian 中篇 (Middle Chapters), and Waipian 外篇 (Outer Chapters). The Zhongpian was also known as the Zhenzhong hongbaoyuan bishu 枕中鴻寳苑袐書 (Secret Pillow Book of Extracts from the Vast and Precious) that "was devoted to esoteric alchemical techniques for the transmutation of gold, the prolongation of life, and the attainment of immortality" (1992, (23) (24) . Le Blanc quotes Ban Gu (who compiled the Hanshu), "[The Zhongpian] discusses the techniques of the immortals and of the 'yellow and white' and contains more than two hundred thousand words" (1985, 42) . Le Blanc explains that this rather substantial collection was transmitted for a time before parts of it "gradually became detached from the main corpus and circulated as distinct units under new titles… these titles were Hongbao, Yuanbi, and Wanbi… In some cases they were preceded or followed by the term Zhenzhong (Confidential Pillow [Case] )" (1985, 44) . Xiang, confiscated Liu An's entire library, which he passed on to his son. Liu Xiang (credited with compiling the Liexian zhuan) is said to have performed some of the alchemical procedures presented in the Zhongpian 中 篇, but was not successful. 12 Although I am unable to clarify the absolute origins of early Chinese alchemy (and I do not even have an idea of how that task could be pursued given the records at hand), I would suggest that there are three discernible lines of alchemical transmission visible to our gaze, where by "transmission" I mean both texts and oral teachings. The first two lines seem to have not borne fruit, due to the non-transmission of texts (to Li Shoujun) or the non-transmission of the requisite oral instructions (to Liu An). The third line, however, is entirely different, and Ge's writings provide the more or less complete story, which begins with Zuo Ci 左慈.
In his Shenxian zhuan biography, we read about Zuo Ci's initial encounter with alchemy, "During his meditations on Mount Tianzhu, he obtained the Jiudan jing 九丹經 (Scripture of Nine Elixirs) and the Jinye jing 金液經 (Scripture of Gold Liquor) from inside a cave; these were methods from the Taiqing dan jing 太清丹經 (Scripture of the Grand Purity)" (SXZ 5, 6a). 13 Finding these writings in a cave is a mark of their di- 12 The story of how Liu An composed the Zhongpian is (somewhat indirectly) given in his Shenxian zhuan biography (SXZ 4, 1a-5a); the story of how Liu Xiang came into possession of it, as well as his failure with its methods (due to the absence of a master who could give him the requisite oral instructions) was familiar to Ge Hong, as were the texts themselves, "The accounts of the compounding of gold are all in the shenxian writings; the King of Huainan [Liu An] transcribed them in the composition of the Huangbao zhenzhong shu. Although these texts exist, each of them has kept secret their essential teachings, and the oral teachings are absolutely necessary" (Neipian 2, 21). 13 Zhang states that the Jiudan jing is also known as the Jiuding dan jing 九鼎 丹經 (Scripture on Nine Tripods Elixirs); the Jinye jing is also known as the Jinye dan jing 金液丹經 (Scripture on the Golden Liquor Elixir); and the Taiqing jing is also known as the Taiqing dan jing (Scripture on the Grand Purity Elixir); he writes, "Historically these three texts formed the major corpus of the early tradition. According to Chen Guofu's canonical study, the three volumes of Grand Purity are lost. One volume of Nine Tripods and one volume of Golden Liquor still exist" (2012, 240); Pregadio has a similar set of findings on these three scriptures vine provenance, and this is as close as we can get to their origins. 14 A passage from the Neipian clarifies this, "Formerly, while Zuo Yuanfang [Zuo Ci] was in meditation on Mount Tianzhu, a shenren presented him with the xian scriptures on golden elixirs" (NP 4, 71) .
Because of the military unrest in the region at the time, Zuo relocated to a different mountain in the south of China that will turn out to be a certain Mount Tong where, we can surmise, he successfully compounded the elixir, because from then on in his biography he demonstrates marvelous abilities, such as bodily transformation.
Ge Hong's great uncle, Ge Xuan 葛玄, has a biography in the Shenxian zhuan which states that he "received from Zuo Yuanfang the Jiudan jing and the Jinye jing" (SXZ 7, 7b), while the Neipian says that, in addition to these texts, he also received the Taiqing jing (NP 4, 71) . From that point on in his biography, Ge Xuan also begins to exhibit the same marvelous abilities as Zuo Ci, so we can surmise that he too successfully compounded the elixir.
As an adolescent, Ge Hong studied under Zheng Yin 鄭隠 for five years. Zheng Yin has no biography, but in the Neipian, Ge Hong writes, "My own teacher, Lord Zheng (Yin) was the student of my ancestor, Lord Xian (Ge Xuan), and he received [these scriptures] from him" (NP 4, 71). Ge further writes, "Formerly, I personally received the Jiudan [Jing] and the Jinyinye Jing from Sire Zheng. Lord Zheng said that once when he was with Lord Zuo (Ci) on Mount Tong in Lüjiang, he tried [the recipes] and they had all proven successful" (NP 16, 283) , and this is where he certainly met and spent time with Ge Xuan. Ge Hong continues, "I personally served him [Zheng Yin] for a very long time sprinkling and (2000, 173) , and Zhang provides a study of the contents of the surviving two volumes (2012, .
14 Pregadio writes, "The alchemical doctrines and practices are deemed not to have their origin in the human world; instead, they enter the world through a divine revelation, or through the transcription of scriptures originally kept in heaven" (2006, 35) . Zhang writes, "Most alchemical texts claim divine authorship, and it is believed that the cosmic creator Yuan Jun revealed the Grand Purity text… But such a style of claiming divine authorship is a common practice in Daoism. The claim is soteriological. One can attain immortality through alchemical means" (2012, 248) . In the course of events, Zheng Yin toward the end of his life went into reclusion on Mount Huo to compound the elixir, and Ge Hong, long after in the last years of his life, went into Mount Luofu to do the same, and both of them, we are sure, took with them their alchemical scriptures. To explore the value of these specific scriptures for the later history of Daoism would take me too far afield, but Pregadio (2000, 167) writes, "References in later texts show that these three scriptures mentioned above formed the nucleus of the main alchemical corpus of early China."
This, then, is the third line of early alchemy, the only early Chinese line to have been kept alive, and this is entirely due to Ge Hong; Zhang writes, "One of Ge Hong's greatest achievements was to make the secret tradition public. He was the first alchemist to publish the sacred texts" (2012, 242) . My claim about Ge Hong's greatest achievement is slightly bolder, he coupled alchemy to the yangsheng practices of early Daoism identified with the xian and thereby radically transformed the xian ideal by incorporating alchemy into the systems of Daoist practice; Ge writes, "Originally, these texts were not known in Dongjiang. They came from Zuo Yuanfang. Yuanfang then presented them to my great uncle, and he presented them to Lord Zheng, who presented them to me. Therefore, other Daoists know nothing about them" (NP 4, 71) .
Let me repeat this for emphasis. "Other Daoists know nothing of them." This sentence dramatically marks Ge Hong's creative genius as a religious writer, because it paves the way for his bringing together two entirely different systems of practice: yangsheng with its promise of longevity, and alchemy with its promise of immortality. He brought these systems together under the aegis of a shared classification, i.e., shenxian. His classification, however, still reveals a distinct difference in the two different kinds of xian, long-lived dixian ("earth xian") who specialize in yangsheng and immortal tianxian ("heaven xian") who specialize in alchemy. 15 Ge provides an initial indication of how these systems work together: 
Private and Public Xian
According to the xian scriptures, the highest practitioners who elevate their bodies and ascend into the void are called tianxian. The middle practitioners who roam throughout the famous mountains are called dixian. The lowest practitioners who first die before sloughing off their bodies are called shijiexian." (NP 2, 20) This typology appears in the Neipian, and, although Ge Hong does not explicitly apply it in the biographies of the Shenxian zhuan (they are depictive biographies rather than explanatory essays of the kind that fill the pages of the Neipian), the division remains decisive for his total understanding of the xian. Tianxian, accordingly, ascend to take their place in the celestial bureaucracy, while dixian remain in this world. Also note that Ge does not himself take credit for the typology, instead attributing it to the "xian scriptures" 仙經 (xianjing), which he does not directly name. I assume that they are in the line of what Harper has called "fangliterature" (1998, 52) , as well as the shenxian writings listed under the fourth category of fangji writings in the "Yiwenzhi" bibliography.
is outside of the scope of this piece. The first is shijiexian 尸解仙 (translated by Campany as "escape-by-means-of-a-corpse-simulacrum transcendent"); shijiexian are identical to tianxian in virtually every aspect, the only difference between them is their method of attaining final immortality: tianxian do so directly with their body, while shijiexian do so by simulating their body into a corpse; I treat both as tianxian. Note below that Ge places shijiexian beneath both tianxian (properly speaking) and dixian. The notion of shijie plays a central role in Daoism; see Cedzich (2001) . The second type is dixia zhu 地下主 (translated by Campany as "Agent beneath the Earth"); this figure does not achieve immortality, but they are granted powers of healing by the xian due to their merit. Campany discusses each of these titles in more detail (2002, (75) (76) (77) (78) (79) (80) .
Both tianxian and dixian achieve longevity, but only tianxian go on to achieve immortality. They ascend to heaven and assume a position in the heavenly bureaucracy, while dixian either refuse that ascension or are unable to achieve it. There are various reasons as to why dixian remain on earth. One is that, because their attainment is lower than tianxian (as every xian who discusses this in the Shenxian zhuan testifies), they are unable to ascend. Another reason is that they deliberately chose to remain on earth in order to be free of the duties and responsibilities that go with any bureaucratic position.
Few scholars have attempted to provide an interpretation of the differences between tianxian and dixian, but two studies stand out. In the first, Lai concludes that Ge regarded dixian more highly than tianxian because of a new found value of freedom from bureaucratic structures.
I shall focus my study on the self-consciousness and interpretative positions deployed in his discourse and how they are recursively developed to resolve Ge Hong's struggle to change his own destiny and to create a new perfect self-identity as an "Earth Immortal" [dixian] for himself. In short, I shall show that the internal dynamics of his conception of "earth immortals" precipitates his discourse of xian-immortality, the dynamics of which . . . he employed to configure and represent his own ideal identity to himself and others. (1998, 192) In the second, Campany concludes that Ge regarded tianxian more highly precisely because they mastered bureaucratic structures.
The final ascent to heaven that caps many [of the biographies] amounts to a promotion to celestial office. . . . In Ge Hong's pages, then, celestial transcendents [tianxian] escaped the underworld bureaus of death only to join purer, more exalted bureaus on high; they eluded one administration to join another. It was apparently for this reason that some transcendents are on record as having preferred to remain here below rather than ascend to the bureaus above. . . . Earthbound transcendents [dixian] were the recluses of the celestial appointment system. Ge Hong, however, ranked this option beneath that of celestial transcendence. (2005, My reading is different from both Lai and Campany. As far as I can see, dixian specialize in yangsheng, the hallmark of early Daoism, and tianxian specialize in alchemy. In both the Neipian and the Shenxian zhuan, Ge Hong provides methodical articulations of how these two systems ideally function together, bringing them into relation by designating the ideal figure of each by the same single title, xian (and sometimes shenxian). Whereas I speak of Ge Hong's greatest achievement as merging the tradition of yangsheng and the tradition of alchemy as separate components of the total vision of the xian, Zhang speaks of this in a slightly different way.
Ge Hong's religious philosophy is a converging point of three different intellectual streams. First, from the early philosophical stream derived from Laozi and Zhuangzi, Ge Hong inherited cosmogony as the general worldview. . . . The second stream was fed by many traditions related to the belief of attainable physical immortality. Ge Hong systematized the belief by inserting ethics into the collective hope for health, longevity, and immortality. . . . The third stream derived from a medical and alchemical tradition passed down to Ge Hong through his family lineage. (2012, xxv) Note that in Zhang's "three streams" (early Daoism, longevity and immortality, and alchemy), I find that longevity is identified with early Daoism, and immortality is identified with alchemy; thus I find only two "streams," not three.
What unites dixian who practice yangsheng and tianxian who first practice yangsheng before graduating to alchemy, is that both share a commitment, not primarily to yangsheng or alchemy, but to the more general goal of longevity (the stated goal of yangsheng). It is precisely because of this commitment that both types of xian are called Daoist, and this is the key to the puzzle of their shared designation as xian; Ge succinctly puts it like this, "The greatest virtue of Heaven and Earth is giving birth; to give birth is to love beings. Therefore, of all the things that Daoists (daojia) value in utmost secrecy, nothing surpasses the recipes for attaining longevity" (NP 14, 252).
Ge Hong systematically depicts dixian as living in reclusion where they pursue yangsheng to achieve their ultimate goal, longevity; I label them "private hermits." He systematically depicts tianxian as pursuing alchemy to achieve their ultimate goal, immortality, represented by their ascension to the celestial bureaucracy; I label them "public alchemists." My labels for each are in keeping with my division between "private Daoists" and "public fangji," because these indeed are the two traditions that Ge Hong masterfully brought together in a grand synthesis. 16 There is, however, another category of xian that I impute to the Neipian and the Shenxian zhuan, namely the householder xian, referring to those xian who maintain their householder status without becoming fulltime hermits, but who also do not take up alchemy. This type of xian is best represented by Peng Zu, and Harper has an intuition of this where he writes that his teachings are "directed to an elite, male audience; and it encompasses various activities that promote a healthy, enjoyable, and long life" (1998, . This is an important category, because private xian are notoriously silent, whereas householder xian like Peng Zu are used by Ge Hong (as well as, for example, the writers of the Mawangdui manuscript Shiwen [Ten Questions] and the Zhangjiashan text Yinshu [Stretch Book]) to bridge the gap between the silence of the hermits and the public advertisements of the fangji. Peng Zu gives voice to the yangsheng teachings of private Daoism; without such householder xian, we would have scant representation of yangsheng before and around their adoption by the elites of early China once those practices received some degree of publicity (due, among other factors, to the circulation of Daode jing once it went public around 250 BCE). 17 16 Many scholars have recognized Ge's efforts to synthesize earlier systems of practice, and their assessments of the value and coherency of his endeavor are extremely varied. Kirkland writes, "Daoist writers firmly believed that one can transcend 'the human condition' if one can only learn the subtle secrets and practice them diligently enough. The most famous of all such writers was Ge Hong, whose incoherent ramblings on 'inner studies' and alchemy were long falsely imagined to constitute the core of 'religious Daoism" (1998). Lai on the other side notes, "Given the scope and complexity in systematizing, rationalizing, and recreating the ancient Chinese religious traditions of the nourishing of life and the cult of xian-immortality, Ge Hong's Baopuzi is undoubtedly a classic of the religion" (1998, 191) . 17 On the topic of the silence of hermits, DeWoskin states, "Contact with immortals carried with it the possibility of acquiring secret formulas or, even better, the elixirs or herbs of immortality themselves. By virtue of the fact that immortality is demonstrable only by something not happening, the biographies in this group are the least specific in their narration of actual events. There are I recognize both dixian and householder xian as private, and tianxian and shijiexian as public, and their distinguishing differences are readily seen. Private xian practice yangsheng exclusively; they only very rarely are seen in the public sphere; they only very rarely engage in dialogue; and their healings rely on non-compounded products from the natural world. Public xian also invariably practice yangsheng during their initial careers as Daoists, but at some point they graduate to alchemy; they invariably are highly educated and extremely literate; they hold political position, accept patronage by elites, or enjoy both position and patronage; and their healings rely on compounded products and talismans (often for exorcisms).
The defining difference between private xian and public xian, however, can be restated in terms of their ultimate goals: private xian aspire to longevity, while public xian aspire to immortality. The issue of longevity versus immortality has vexed scholars for a long time, ever since the phrase from Daode jing 59, "Long life and lasting vision," was first attended to by modern scholars. Is the Daode jing talking about longevity or immortality, or something else altogether? It is my contention that Daode jing, together with the other texts of early Daoism (primarily the Neiye and the Zhuangzi, but also the Mawangdui and Zhangjiashan texts, themselves next to but not part of early Daoism), only have longevity in mind; notions of immortality only emerge with the development of the alchemical tradition.
Harper clearly recognizes the differences between longevity and immortality; referring to the Mawangdui and Zhongjiashan texts as well as the "Neiye," the Zhuangzi, and Daode jing, he writes that "the texts' goal of long life is not identical to the xian-cult of immortality and transcendence" (1998, 114) .
claims about subjects, what they ate, how youthful they looked and how aged they really were, and what remarkable powers over nature they had achieved. The immortal is characteristically eremitic, and he emerges into public view only in the rarest of circumstances. The historians not only had little of written record to convey, but they had little by way of praise to extend to this group" (1983, 18) , and this is in fact the greatest difficulty in speaking about the hiddenness of early Daoism.
Note that he often uses the phrase "xian-cult of immortality," but this exactly is the problem. As I have argued above, the term xian has multiple significations, including longevity and immortality, but all too often scholars conflate the xian, the fangshi, and immortality, as if they signified one and the same thing. Immortality, in the end, is the exclusive prerogative of alchemy, not the xian (at least not before Ge Hong). Ge Hong is explicit that certain xian achieve longevity (dixian), and other xian achieve immortality (tianxian). This in itself is a major reason why I do not translate xian, and I particularly hesitate to translate it as "transcendent." 18 I only very recently encountered the work of Zhang, who is the only other scholar that I am aware of to speak of the distinction between longevity and immortality in ways similar to mine. Discussing the shenxian (which he unfortunately translates as "immortal beings"), he writes:
There is a distinction in Ge Hong's writings between immortality and longevity. The former is unlimited existence, whereas the latter is a natural process. Long-lived people can still die, just as a long-lived turtle or a thousand-year-old pine tree can still perish. Even though longevity could turn into immortality, it is a lower form of existence. Longevity can be managed by cultivating natural life (yangsheng), whereas immortality can only be attained through alchemy. But longevity is a necessary step toward immortality that no one can bypass. (2012, 106) 19 18 Cedzich also conflates xian and immortality; she writes that "xian-ship or immortality had by that time [referring to the Zhuangzi] become a goal humans reached for, and however we are inclined to understand Zhuangzi's particular objectives, the vast majority of Chinese sources, especially later Daoist texts, suggest that immortality was not just a matter of an individual's mind, spirit, or soul transcending the mortal body, even if practitioners had to face the prospect of physical death. To the extent that continued existence of the individual self was what immortality seekers strove for, that self was inextricably bound to the individual body. For this reason, I prefer the conventional translations 'immortal' or 'immortality' to the terms 'transcendent' or 'transcendence' for the Chinese term xian" (2001, (3) (4) . I would reiterate, once again, that the term xian is not a one-way street to immortality, but it also and especially includes longevity. 19 Zhang continues, "They are not equal, but overlapping. Longevity still has a limited end conditioned by death. Immortality is the extension of longevity with no definite ending. The central difference between the two rests in the trans-The uniquely characteristic point of identity between private and public xian is their shared achievement of longevity. Having achieved it, public xian go on to attain immortality. Ge writes, "I heard my late teacher say that some xian ascend to heaven and others remain on earth. What matters is that they all have achieved longevity; where they go to live depends on their personal preferences" (NP 3, 52).
Longevity and/or Immortality
It is finally time to examine the ways in which Ge Hong brings together the systems of yangsheng and alchemy, and it starts with the most famous householder xian, Peng Zu, and his yangsheng practice.
As a youth he roamed everywhere, occasionally returning home. No one knew where he went, and those who tried to observe him could never see him. . . . Sometimes he would be away for several hundred days at a stretch, and sometimes for several weeks, and he never took any provisions with him. . . . He would often shut off his qi and breathe internally. From sunrise to noon he would sit rigidly, rub his eyes, and knead his body and limbs, while licking his lips, swallowing his saliva, and ingesting qi several dozen times. Only then would he rise, move about, and converse. If there was any illness, fatigue, or discomfort in his body, he would practice healing exercises and shut off his qi so as to attack what was troubling him. He would fix his heart by turns on each part of his body: his face and head, his nine orifices and five viscera, his four limbs, even his hair. He would cause his heart to abide in each location, and he would feel his qi circulate throughout his body, starting at his nose and mouth and reaching down to the tips of his ten fingers. (SXZ 1, 7b-8a; Campany 2002, 174-75) formation of the original body. Immortals have turned the body inside out by preserving life permanently within, whereas long-lived humans have not changed the natural process of aging during which the bond of the body and inborn qi is increasingly loosened… For Ge Hong, longevity is the best that humans can achieve within a normal course of life. It can be managed by medicine. Ge Hong's medical approach includes physical exercise, dietary regulation, emotional self-care, sexual arts, controlled release of reproductive energy, and prevention of illness. Immortality, however, can only be obtained through alchemical means" (2012, 128) . This is exactly my own reading of Ge Hong.
In Peng Zu's yangsheng, the body itself is the sole object of attention, and the practices are based on qi circulation which, through cultivation, becomes more and more powerful in its internal movements. To provide a clearer understanding of these yangsheng practices, in three places the Neipian provides a more or less systematic explanation of them. In each, it is not hard to recognize the priority given to practices involving the circulation of qi, but there are two (or three in one passage) further components of yangsheng that Ge discusses and systematizes. The first is dietetics and the second is the sexual arts, while in a separate passage he names healing exercises as a third.
Although ingesting medicines is the root of longevity, if a person at the same time also is able to circulate qi, then the beneficial results will be experienced even more rapidly. If a person is unable to obtain medicines, but circulates qi thoroughly according to the principles, that person will obtain several hundred additional years; a person must, however, also know the sexual arts for that to happen. If a person does not know the methods of yin and yang, but consistently labors at it and depletes oneself, then it will be extremely difficult to have the energy for qi circulation. (NP 5, 114) Here, then, the separate practices that make up the system of yangsheng are comprised of the practice of a special dietetics, qi circulation, and the sexual arts. The following passage from the Neipian underscores all of these practices:
For anybody who practices yangsheng, you must desire to have extensive knowledge of it and learn to embody the essentials; experience it deeply and be good at selecting. Being partial to the cultivation of only one aspect of it is insufficient and unreliable, and being overly fond of only one aspect also poses a danger to those students who only depend on those aspects of it for which they have an aptitude. Those who know the methods of Xuan [nü] and Su [nü] 20 claim that only the sexual arts can enable a person to go beyond the world. Those who only understand "the way of spitting out and taking in [qi] " claim that only qi circulation can enable a person to ex-tend the years of their life. Those who know "the rules of bending and stretching" claim that only healing exercises can enable a person to retard old age. Those who know medicinal recipes claim that only the ingestion of medicines can enable a person to be without exhaustion. If someone studies Dao without success, it is entirely due to such partialities. (NP 6, 124) In this passage, Ge Hong criticizes those who follow the system of yangsheng but who only do so partially; for him, the achievement of longevity requires mastery of all its aspects. The fullest exposition of this system of yangsheng is articulated most clearly in the following; also note his comment about the need to find a qualified master.
If a person desires to become a shenxian, all that is needed is the acquisition of the ultimate essentials. The ultimate essentials consist in treasuring jing [preserving sperm], circulating qi, and ingesting the one great medicine [read as "the elixir"]; this is sufficient, there is no need to complicate things. However, these three practices can be carried out either profoundly or shallowly. Nothing is more imperative than encountering an enlightened teacher. If a person does not commit to diligent and assiduous practice, then there will be no possibility for any immediate and thorough realization. Although we speak of qi circulation, there are numerous rules for it; although we talk about the sexual arts, there are over a hundred recipes and rules for the separate activities involved in it. Although we discuss the ingestion of medicines, their recipes number over a thousand. (NP 8, 149) In the immediately following passages of the Neipian, Ge provides a detailed exposition of qi circulation and the sexual arts, but he does not then go on to provide one on dietetics. He also sharply differentiates this total system of yangsheng from the total system of alchemical practices that he extolls and places above yangsheng in his discussions and depictions of the public xian. These separate attainments are given a rough presentation in the hagiography of Liu Gen:
As for xiandao 仙道: there are those who ascend into the heavens and stride among the clouds; there are those who roam among the Five Mounts; there are those who by means of a special diet do not die; and there are those who become xian via escape by means of a simulated corpse. (SXZ 3, 4b; Campany 2002, 244) Liu Gen here names four separate attainments. Although immortality by immediate ascension and immortality by a simulated corpse might appear to be strikingly different at first glance, they both lead to essentially the same end, ascension into heaven, the special prerogative of public xian. As well, to roam among the mountains and to maintain a special diet (consisting of such things as raw roots and raw herbs), are consistently conjoined and mark an earthly freedom, the prerogative of private xian. In other words, public xian typically ascend to heaven, and private xian typically live on mountains.
An intriguing element of the Shenxian zhuan is the absence of any dramatic tension between private and public xian; there is not a single instance in which one encounters the other face to face. Their seemingly harmonious placement together under a single labeling term, shenxian, however awkward or painful this forced veneer of identity may have been either then or now, appears seamless, and this as well is a distinguishing feature of Ge Hong's writings. What tension there is between them is only discernible at those points where they consciously and deliberately explain the various paths to longevity and immortality. In these explanations, there are clear differences between yangsheng and alchemy, but no exclusivity. Yangsheng is recognized as a preliminary requirement for alchemy, but there are those xian who do not adopt alchemy, remaining firmly with their yangsheng practices.
This again raises the question explored by Lai and Campany of whether private xian deliberately eschew alchemical immortality in order to remain on the earth because of the freedom that offers, or whether they remain on earth because they are unable to follow through with the demands required by alchemical immortality. In general, the Shenxian zhuan makes it clear that immortality is a substantially higher achievement compared to longevity, but then there are episodes in which private xian justify their attainment of longevity as if it lacks for nothing more; the two most telling passages depicting this latter option both involve Peng Zu. The first is from the Neipian, the second appears in the biography of Baishi Xiansheng:
Peng Zu said that in the heavens above there are many honored officials and great divinities [shen] and that newly arrived ones hold low ranks and their assignments are without limit, and that this is even more toilsome and bitter. Therefore it is not worth it to so eagerly strive to ascend into the heavens. So he remained in the human realm for more than eight hundred years. (NP 3, 52) Peng Zu asked him, "Why do you not ingest medicines that would enable you to ascend into the heavens?" Baishi Xiansheng replied, "Can one amuse oneself on high in the heavens more than in the human realm? I wish only to avoid growing old and dying. In the heavens above there are many venerable ones to be honored and to serve them there would be harder than to remain in the human realm." (SXZ 2, 1b; Campany 2002, 294) Despite these and other rare passages, Ge Hong continues to value immortality over longevity, but at least he does give voice to private private xian such as Baishi Xiansheng from time to time.
Although we never see private and public xian face to face, Ge Hong finds ways to situate yangsheng in relation to alchemy, and when he does, alchemy is systematically, even forcefully, set forth as the higher of the two. The clearest examples of how he accomplishes this in the Shenxian zhuan are found separately in the biographies of Peng Zu, a householder xian who speaks for private xian, and Liu Gen, a public xian. Peng Zu says, If one wants to elevate one's form, ascend to heaven, and get promoted to the office of a xian, one must employ gold and cinnabar [alchemy] . . . . This dao is the greatest of all; it is not something that lords and kings are capable of practicing.
Next there is the method whereby one loves and nourishes one's jing [vital essence] and shen [spirit] and ingests medicinal herbs. By these means, one may obtain longevity, but they do not permit one to dispatch ghosts and spirits or ride through the void or travel by flying. (SXZ 1, 8a-8b; Campany 2002, 175-76) Peng Zu sharply distinguishes alchemy and yangsheng, and he clearly grades the former above the latter. Next to this is Liu Gen, who describes the relation between alchemy and yangsheng in the following:
Of all the methods of cultivating xiandao, the most essential consists of ingesting medicines. But of these there are higher and lower types, just as among the xian there are distinct grades. . . . Among the highest type of medicines are Nine-cycled Reverted Elixir and Grand Monad Gold Liquor. Whoever takes these will ascend at once to heaven without needing to wait days or months. Next there are cloud-mother, male yellow, and their ilk. Although with them one will not immediately mount the clouds or harness a dragon, one may still command and summon ghosts and spirits, perform transformations, and achieve longevity.
Next are the herbal and vegetal medicines. They permit one to cure illnesses, "supplement the void," "fix one's appearance," abstain from grains, and benefit one's qi, but they cannot cause a person not to die. The best of them will allow one to live for several hundred years; the lowest of them will only permit a person to live out his allotted years and may not be relied upon for long. (SXZ 3, 4b-5a; Campany 2002, 244-45) Liu Gen makes a double separation. First, alchemy with its compounded and transmuted chemical medicines is differentiated from yangsheng with its organic herbal and vegetal medicines. Second, he differentiates a higher and lower form of each of those. Both Peng Zu and Liu Gen claim that it is only by way of alchemical medicines, otherwise known as elixirs, that one can achieve celestial ascension (immortality), whereas yangsheng can only provide longevity. In addition, those who practice alchemy can "command and summon ghosts and spirits," but those who practice yangsheng cannot, a point with which Peng Zu is in full agreement, and this point too is another decisive distinction between private and public xian.
Peng Zu further claims that yangsheng can endow longevity; Liu Gen, on the other hand, is more adamant in claiming that yangsheng cannot endow immortality. While we should not be surprised that Liu Gen grades alchemy over yangsheng, we should be surprised to hear Peng Zu grade yangsheng inferior to alchemy. It needs to be kept in mind, however, that Ge Hong is using both of these figures as his own mouthpiece, and his bias that sets alchemy over yangsheng as holding the higher position is absolutely solid here. Possibly Ge's most telling statement about private xian in relation to the celestial ascension of the public xian is seen in this passage from the Neipian:
Simply put, those who pursue longevity treasure the objects right in front of them. They are fundamentally not eager to ascend into the void, and flying and soaring is not better to them than remaining on the earth. If they are fortunate and can stay at home without dying, what reason would they have to quickly pursue ascension into heaven? If becoming a xian means that they can no longer remain in the human realm, then this is a different thing altogether. According to what Peng Zu said, this is only echoing the human natural reaction. (NP 3, 53) This passage suggests that Ge Hong did not disdain the longevity of the private xian, he only believed that they had not yet come to the full realization of the higher value of the immortality and celestial ascension of the public xian. Further, he describes several private xian who, having enjoyed their earthbound freedom for centuries, do come to this realization later in their careers. They thereby commit themselves to undertaking the alchemical procedures for making the elixir, finally giving themselves to immortality. Examples of such xian in the Neipian are An Qi, Lord Ning of Longmei, Lord Xiu Yang, and Yin Changsheng, all of whom remained as private xian on the earth "for a thousand years; only then did they leave it" (NP 3, 53) .
Another aspect to the relation between yangsheng and alchemy not brought out in these passages is the sequential progression from one to the other, but only as applied to public xian. In other words, private xian study, master, and remain with yangsheng; public xian study it but do not master it to the same degree. They only achieve some extension of their lifespan to provide the extra years needed for their pursuit of immortality. They eventually put it aside to study and master alchemy.
Almost every public xian demonstrates at least some familiarity with yangsheng, but not a single private xian demonstrates any familiarity with alchemy. There are good reasons for this. Public xian begin their career as private xian, i.e., they study yangsheng before dedicating themselves to alchemy. This point is brought home by Liu Gen as he recounts what he was told by a shenren named Han Zhong.
You must have the bones of a xian; that is why you were able to see me. But at present your marrow is not full, your blood is not warm, your qi is slight, your brains are weak, your sinews are slack, and your flesh is damp. That is why, when you ingest medicines and circulate qi, you do not obtain their benefits. If you wish to achieve immortality, you must first cure your illnesses; only after twelve years have passed can you ingest the xian drug. . . . One who is ignorant of the sexual arts, circulating qi, healing exercises, and divine minerals, cannot achieve immortality. (SXZ 3, 4b; Campany 2002, 243-44) This presents a powerful justification as to why yangsheng must precede alchemy in the career of the public xian: without purifying the physical body through yangsheng, it will never be able to absorb the powerful effects of the alchemical elixir. Each of the exercises enumerated by Liu Gen (sexual arts, circulating qi, healing exercises, and dietetics) falls squarely into the rubric of yangsheng, and directly reflects the total regime of Peng Zu. The Shenxian zhuan systematically maintains that public xian have taken the next step, from yangsheng to alchemy, whereas private xian never take up alchemy, remaining instead with yangsheng.
In the Neipian, Ge Hong also adamantly claims that yangsheng practices can endow longevity, but only alchemical practices can endow immortality. Immortality is the more valued goal on the scale of perfection and it is undertaken only after one has mastered yangsheng, because yangsheng can provide for a longer life with which to devote to the time consuming pursuit of the elixir (although, as we have seen, private xian sometimes consciously choose not to progress to alchemy); Ge writes, Somebody asked, "In the world, there are people who ingest medicines, circulate their qi, and undertake healing exercises, but they are unable to avoid death; why is this?" Baopuzi answered, "Those who do not obtain golden cinnabar [the alchemical elixir] but who only ingest medicines and cultivate the lesser arts [yangsheng] can only extend their years or delay death. They do not become xian." (NP 13, 243) Ge also writes,
The xian scriptures state that although a person ingests medicines and thereby obtains several hundred years of additional life, if they are ignorant of the divine elixir then they will be unable to become a xian. Speaking from this basis, we realize that medicines can only prolong a person's years, but they are not medicines for immortality. Not yet having compounded the elixir, they can be ingested only in order that a person may maintain oneself [until the elixir has been successfully compounded]." (NP 11, 208) 
Concluding Thoughts
In this piece, I have pursued and explored three relatively contentious claims about early and medieval Chinese religions. First, that there was an early tradition of Daoism that was not primarily oriented to philosophical debate, but to a specific type of physical cultivation, called yangsheng; I characterize this tradition as private. Second, that there was an early Chinese tradition of alchemy, but it was not the original property of the fangshi tradition, given that its earliest origins are as protean as early Daoism. Third, that Ge Hong brought these two separate traditions (early Daoism and early Chinese alchemy) together through his own innovative genius, in a sense bringing both to completion. He accomplished this by situating them next to each other, in which the first (early Daoism directed to longevity) could have an independent autonomy all to itself, but also by placing the second (alchemy directed to immortality) on top of the first while at the same time making the longevity of the first a prerequisite for the immortality of the second.
This brings me to the end of this article, but not to the end of further study of Ge Hong, his work, and his tremendous achievements both in terms of his making sense of earlier forms of Chinese religiosity and his impact on later forms of it. Much remains to explore in the study of this brilliant and fascinating writer and practitioner. I hope to have opened new avenues to be taken in approaching his formidable body of work, and also to have shed some new light on that most mysterious of religious traditions known as early Daoism.
